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Education system in Great Britain, America and in Russia.
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Proverb:
“Education brings a child the world”.



Education
  

• Universities provide essential knowledge to pursue a career in your chosen field 
• Certain professions, such as medicine, architecture, and law, require a university diploma. 

University introduces you to different people and the less important one is that it prepares for 
a futurе profession.

•  One can pursue a bachelor's degree, enter a master's program for specialized knowledge, 
earn a PhD, and engage in teaching and research.

• Statistics show that individuals with higher education tend to earn higher salaries.  
• Universities offer a well-coordinated system that allows individuals to plan their future. One 

can pursue a bachelor's degree, enter a master's program for specialized knowledge, earn 
a PhD, and engage in teaching and research.
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     1. nursery                   a)  школа для дальнейшего  получения
                                        образования в  определенной профессии
     2. kindergarten          b)  школа в США для детей  от 14-15 лет до 18лет.
     3. primary                  c)  школа для детей в возрасте от 2 до 5 лет.
     4. secondary  d)  школа для детей в возрасте от 3 до 5 
лет.                                                                  
     5. junior high             e) школа для детей в возрасте от 11- 16 лет до 18 лет.
    6. high school             f) школа для детей в Англии  от  5 до 11 лет.
    7. elementary              g) школа в США для детей  от 12 до 14-15 лет.
    8. college                     h) школа в США для детей в возрасте  6 лет.



Professions

Education in Britain
(text about the British Educational System)

•stage — ступень
•grammar school — гимназия
•national exam — государственный экзамен
•General Certificate of Secondary Education — Аттестат об общем среднем образовании
•6th form — шестой класс (соответствует 10-11 классу в российской системе образования)
•further education — дальнейшее образование
•accept — принимать
•graduate from — заканчивать
•private school — частная школа
•provide education — предоставлять образование
•boarding school — школа с проживанием
•Oxford and Cambridge — старейшие британские университеты

•public school — английская частная школа для аристократии
•Eton — известная частная элитная школа
•assessment — оценивание
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Education in Britain is compulsory from 5 till 16. The first stageis primary school (5-11). Children start primary school 
at 5 and continue until they are 11. In primary schools pupils are taught the so-called three “R”: reading, writing and 
arithmetic.
The second stage is secondary school, which children start at 11. Secondary schools are called comprehensive, 
they are free and take children of all abilities, without entrance exams. There are also grammar schools which take 
children who pass the 11 plus exams. At 16 pupils take a national exam called GCSE (General Certificate of 
Secondary Education or “O” level (Ordinary) and they can leave school if they wish and start working. This is the end 
of compulsory education. Some 16-year-olds continue their studies in the 6th form ( at school or at a sixth-form 
college). The 6th form prepares pupils for a national exam called “A” level (advanced) at the age of 18. You need “A” 
level to enter a university. If you don’t enter a university you can go to college of further education to study more 
practical things such as hairdressing, typing, cooking etc.
The third stage is further education at university or college. Universities and colleges of higher 
education accept students with “A” levels. Most students graduate at 21 or 22 and are given their degree. Generally 
universities award two kinds of degree: the Bachelor’s degree and the Master’s degree. Altogether in Britain there are 
about 100 universities. The oldest and the most famous of them are Oxford and Cambridge.
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In Britain there are also private schools. They are expensive but considered to provide a better education and 
good job opportunities. Private schools are boarding schools, where the children actually live in the school.
The most famous private schools are called “public” schools and they have a long history and traditions. Children 
from wealthy and aristocratic families often go to the same public schools as their parents and grand parents. 
The best known of these schools is Eton.
Some more facts about education in Britain:
The academic year in Britain usually begins in September runs to early July; it has three terms, divided by the 
Christmas and Easter holidays. In addition all schools have a “half-term” holiday lasting for a few days or a week, 
in the middle of each term.
Compulsory education is free.

In Britain education is compulsory, but schooling is not. It means that parents have right to educate their children at home if 
they wish. But the authorities have no right to enter people’s homes or make routine checks on children’s progress. The 
responsibility rests on the parents.
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Children learn in different ways and at different times and speed and that is the main reason that some parents choose home 
education for their children. Some other reasons are:
distance from school — расстояние от школы
religious beliefs — религиозные убеждения
dissatisfaction with the system — неудовлетворенность системой
bulling — запугивание
child’s unwillingness or inability to go to school — нежелание или неспособность учиться
special educational needs — особые образовательные потребности

•There are three stages of education in Britain:
•the first stage is primary education (5-11). There are infant schools (5-7) and junior school (7-11). In primary schools pupils are 
taught the so-called three “R”: reading, writing and arithmetic.

•the second stage is secondary education (11- 18) Two last years (6th form) may be spent in a separate sixth-form college, which 
concentrates on career training.

•the third stage is further education at university or college.
2. There is the National Curriculum (государственный учебный план), which was introduced in Britain in 1988. It tells pupils 
what subjects they have to study, what they must learn and when they have to take assessment tests.
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3. There are three types of state secondary schools in Britain:
1) grammar schools (for the most intelligent children)
2) modern schools (for less intelligent children)
3) comprehensive schools ( for children of all abilities, without entrance exams)
Grammar schools lead towards higher education, the others give general education to prepare students for employment.


